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Noise, partial volumesPVd effect, and image-intensity inhomogeneity render a challenging task for
segmentation of brain magnetic resonancesMRd images. Most of the current MR image segmen-
tation methods focus on only one or two of the above-mentioned effects. The objective of this paper
is to propose a unified framework, based on the maximuma posteriori probability principle, by
taking all these effects into account simultaneously in order to improve image segmentation per-
formance. Instead of labeling each image voxel with a unique tissue type, the percentage of each
voxel belonging to different tissues, which we call a mixture, is considered to address the PV effect.
A Markov random field model is used to describe the noise effect by considering the nearby spatial
information of the tissue mixture. The inhomogeneity effect is modeled as a bias field characterized
by a zero mean Gaussian prior probability. The well-known fuzzy C-mean model is extended to
define the likelihood function of the observed image. This framework reduces theoretically, under
some assumptions, to the adaptive fuzzy C-meansAFCMd algorithm proposed by Pham and Prince.
Digital phantom and real clinical MR images were used to test the proposed framework. Improved
performance over the AFCM algorithm was observed in a clinical environment where the inhomo-
geneity, noise level, and PV effect are commonly encountered. ©2005 American Association of
Physicists in Medicine. fDOI: 10.1118/1.1944912g

Key words: magnetic resonance imaging, fuzzy C-mean algorithm, Markov random field, PV
segmentation, intensity inhomogeneity correction
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonancesMRd imaging has several advantag
over other medical imaging modalities, including high c
trast among different soft tissues, relatively high spatial r
lution across the entire field of viewsFOVd, and multispec
tral characteristics. Therefore, it has been widely use
quantitative brain imaging studies. Quantitative volume
measurement and three-dimensionals3Dd visualization o
brain tissues are helpful for pathological evolution analy
where image segmentation plays an important role. Inco
rating multispectral analysis into MR image segmenta
was pioneered by Vannieret al.1 and has been wide
adopted by other researchers.

Noise, partial volumesPVd effect, and image-intensity in
homogeneity across the FOV render a challenging tas
MR image segmentation. Currently, the majority of br
MR image segmentation algorithms focus on one or tw

the above listed effects. A variety of intensity-based segmen
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tation methods2–5 has been proposed and achieved not
success in the absence of inhomogeneity and PV ef
These methods model the image intensity distribution
multivariate likelihood function and apply the Markov ra
dom field sMRFd theory to specify theprior probability of
the tissue type distribution, resulting in a robust maxim
a posteriori sMAPd probability image segmentation in t
presence of noise. However, these methods belong t
category of hard segmentation, in which each voxel is
sified as a single tissue type. Due to the limited spatial r
lution of most imaging devices and complex anatom
structure of the brain tissues, there are often some vox
the images that contain two or more tissue types. In o
words, PV effect is rather common. Currently, there are
popular PV models: the fuzzy C-meansFCMd6–9 and the
Gaussian distribution10–12 models.

Due to the nonuniformity in the rf field during da
13,14
-acquisition, the inhomogeneity effect usually results in a

23372337/9/$22.50 © 2005 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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shading effect across the whole MR image. Current met
of correcting for this effect can be divided into two cate
ries. The first category is called the straightforward appro
For example, Dawantet al.15 manually selected some ref
ence points within the image, and then reconstructed the
field with a spline surface fitting technique. So
researchers16–19have adopted the homomorphic filter to c
rect for the inhomogeneity effect. Volurkaet al.20 used the
local gradient information in the image to estimate the
field. Lee and Vannier21 proposed an extended FCM clust
ing algorithm to reconstruct the bias field. Chenet al.22 ap-
plied the group theory to extract the lowest-frequency c
ponent of the image for the bias field. The second cate
corrects for the inhomogeneity effect during image segm
tation and is called the simultaneous approach. Wellset al.23

proposed a MAP estimation of the bias field, in which
estimation of theposteriori probability of voxel labels wa
produced as a side-effect. Guillemaud and Brady24 further
refined this method by introducing an extra class for the
field. More studies on the method were performed su
quently by Heldet al.25 and Kapur and Pohl,26,27 where a
MRF modeling for noise reduction was added. The appr
of Held et al. moved to hard labeling via the iterated con
tional modessICMd approach, while Kapur and Pohl r
mained in the soft labeling domain by estimating
posteriori probability of voxel labels using the mean-fie
approach. Phamet al.6,7 proposed an unsupervised meth
called the adaptive fuzzy C-meansAFCMd algorithm, which
can correct for the inhomogeneity effect and segmen
rectly the tissue partial volumessnot theposterioriprobabil-
ity of the voxel labelsd in each image voxel simultaneous
It performs very well under low noise conditions. Howev
its performance deteriorates quickly as the noise goe
because it does not incorporate a MRF model to contro
noise.

The objective of this paper is to propose a unified fra
work to improve brain MR image segmentation by consi
ing all effects simultaneously using the MAP probabi
principle.

II. THEORY

A. PV-MAP framework

Let image intensities Y be a column vecto
fy1,y2,… ,yNgT, whereN is the total number of image voxe
in an acquired image. For multispectral imaging,yi become
a vectorfyi1,yi2,… ,yiLgT, whereL represents the total num
ber of multispectral MR images. Let mixtureM be a vecto
fm1,m2,… ,mNgT with the following properties: s1d mi

=fmi1,mi2,… ,miKgT, and s2d ok=1
K mik=1, 0ømikø1, where

mik reflects the fraction of issue typek inside voxeli, which
is called a mixture, andK is the total number of tissue class
in the multispectral MR images. Let bias fieldB
=fb1,b2,… ,bNgT be the shading effect across the wh
FOV, where bi is a vector fbi1,bi2,… ,biLgT for multi-
spectral imaging. LetF be a parameter set, which depe

on the model of the observed imagesY.
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According to the MAP principle, estimation of the m
ture M, bias fieldB, and tissue class parameter setF, given
observed imagesY, can be performed by maximizing t
posterior distribution:

PusM,B,FuYd =
PsuYuM,B,FdPsM,B,Fd

PsYd

~ PsuYuM,B,FdPsM,B,Fd. s1d

Assuming the mixtureM, bias fieldB, and parameterF are
independent, we have

PsM,B,FuYd ~ PsYuM,B,FdPsMuB,FdPsBuFdPsFd

= PsYuM,B,FdPsMdPsBdPsFd. s2d

By logarithmic transformation, Eq.s2d becomes

− ln PsM,B,FuYd ~ UsYuM,B,Fd + UsMd + UsBd

+ UsFd, s3d

whereUsYuM ,B,Fd is the likelihood energy function of th
observed imagesY, andUsMd ,UsBd, andUsFd are the prio
energy functions of the mixtureM, the bias fieldB, and the
parameter setF, respectively.

The following definition is chosen for the likelihood e
ergy function of the observed imagesY:

UsYuM,B,Fd = o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
k=1

K

mik
2 iyij − bi j · y jki2, s4d

wherey jk is the centroid of tissue classk in multispectral MR
image j . Notation i i2 represents the Euclidean norm. T
cluster model for tissue mixturemik in multispectral MR im
agesY has been used by other researchers6–8 and our group.9

Without the bias field termbi j , Eq. s4d reduces to the sta
dard FCM model.6–8 In this study,F is defined as a s
hy jk ;1ø j øL ,1økøKj.

A MRF model is applied to define the prior distribution
mixture M:

PsMd =
1

Z
expS− ao

i=1

N

o
k=1

K

o
rPNi

krimik − mrki2D , s5d

whereNi denotes the neighborhood of image voxeli ,a is a
parameter controlling the degree of the smooth penalt
the mixtureM ,kr is a scaling factor reflecting the differen
among different orders of neighbors, andZ is the normaliza
tion factor for the MRF model. In this study, only the fir
order neighborhood system was considered. Thus, the
energy function for the mixture model can be expressed

UsMd = ao
i=1

N

o
k=1

K

o
rPNi

krimik − mrki2. s6d

The bias fieldB is modeled by a zero mean Gaussian p

probability density of
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PsBd = s2pd−N/2uSBu−1/2expS−
1

2
BTSBBD . s7d

Usually the covariance matrixSB is too large to manipulat
In order to simplify the calculation, Wellset al.23 proposed
that SB might be chosen to be a banded matrix, which
resents a low-pass filter. We adopted this strategy in
study. Therefore, the prior energy function of the bias fieB
is described by

UsBd = 1
2BTSBB. s8d

The penalty term on the bias field proposed in Pham
Prince’s papers6,7 can be regarded as a special choice of
covariance matrixSB in Eq. s8d. Here, we adopted the de
nition of SB from Pham and Prince’s papers as

UsBd = l1o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
l=1

R

sDl
pBjdi

2

+ l2o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
l=1

R

o
h=1

R

sDl
pDh

pBjdi
2, s9d

whereR equals two for two-dimensional situations or th
for 3D applications.Bj =fb1j ,b2j ,bNjgT is the bias field o
MR image j . NotationD is the standard forward finite d
ference operator along the corresponding directions. Th
terisk denotes the one-dimensionals1Dd discrete convolutio
operator. The first-order regularization termsassociated wit
l1d penalizes a large variation in the bias field and
second-order regularization termsassociated withl2d penal-
izes the discontinuities in the bias field. Parametersl1 andl2

control the degree of smoothness of the bias field.
The parameter setF is modeled as a uniform distributio

for all tissue classes in this paper, thus the prior energy f
tion of F is a constant. Therefore, according to the ab
given definitions, we have the posterior energy function

U = o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
k=1

K

mik
2 iyij − bi j · y jki2 + ao

i=1

N

o
k=1

K

o
rPNi

krimik

− mrki2 + l1o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
l=1

R

sDl
pBjdi

2

+ l2o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
l=1

R

o
h=1

R

sDl
pDh

pBjdi
2, s10d

where the asterisk was defined before as the 1D dis
convolution operator.

Given the posterior energy function, our next task i
minimize the function for estimations of the mixtureM, bias
field B, and parameter setF.

B. Segmentation of tissue mixtures

In searching for a solution to minimize the posterior
ergy functions10d with respect to mixtureM, an ICM-like
algorithm was utilized in this study. It is noted that solv
the exact optimization as formulated in Eq.s10d is computa

tionally impracticable. In order to achieve computational ef-
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ficiency, we adopted the ICM-like approach, which utili
the iterative local minimization. Their convergence is g
anteed after only a few iterations. Equivalently, the solu
is determined by maximizing the posterior energy functio

U = o
j=1

L

o
i=1

N

o
k=1

K

mik
2 iyij − bi j · y jki2 + ao

i=1

N

o
k=1

K

o
rPNi

krimik

− mrki2 + o
i=1

N

giS1 − o
k=1

K

mikD s11d

under the condition ofSk=1
K mik=1, wheregi is the Lagrang

multiplier, and the two terms associated withl1 and l2 are
omitted because they are parameters of bias fieldB and in-
dependent from mixtureM.

Taking the partial derivative with respect to the mixt
mik and setting it to zero, we have

mik
sn+1d =

gi + 4aorPNi
krmrk

snd

2o j=1
L iyij − bi j ·v jki2 + 4aorPNi

kr

. s12d

By the constraint ofok=1
K mik=1 for everyi ,gi can be calcu

lated by substitutingmik into this constraint and is given b

gi =

1 − ok=1
K

4aorPNi
krmrk

snd

2o j=1
L iyij − bi jy jki2 + 4aorPNi

kr

ok=1
K 1

2o j=1
L iyij − bi jy jki2 + 4aorPNi

kr

. s13d

Substitutinggi back into Eq.s12d results in the estimation
mixture mik or segmentation of tissue mixtures by

mik
sn+1d =

1 − ol=1
K

4aorPNi
krsmrl

snd − mrk
sndd

2o j=1
L iyij − bi jy jli2 + 4aorPNi

kr

ol=1
K

2o j=1
L iyij − bi j · y jki2 + 4aorPNi

kr

2o j=1
L iyij − bi jy jli2 + 4aorPNi

kr

. s14d

Leemputet al.11 suggested that prior constraints on the m
ture with ok=1

K mik=1, 0ømikø1 is too loose for brain MR
image segmentation. They assumed that there are at
two tissue types inside each voxel: gray mattersGMd and
white mattersWMd or gray matter and cerebrospinal fl
sCSFd. In addition, they used a down-sampling proces
model the PV effect so that mixturemik is restricted to b
discrete values. Therefore, their solution set can be de
as follows: s1d miGM+miWM =1 and miCSF=0, or s2d miGM

+miCSF=1 and miWM =0; where mikP h0,1/J,2 /J, ,sJ
−1d /J,1j andJ is the number of subvoxels per image vo
In this paper, we applied the same prior constrain
Sk=1

K mik=1. Since the energy function defined in Eq.s11d is
quadratic with respect tomik, our MAP approach based
this more restrictive prior knowledge seeks a solution, w
has the smallest distance from the solutions determine

Eq. s14d.
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C. Estimation of bias field

Taking the first partial derivative of the objective funct
U in Eq. s10d with respect to the bias fieldbi j and setting i
to zero shall result in

− o
k=1

K

mik
2 y jksyij − bi jy jkd + l1sH1

p pBjdi + l2sH2
p pBjdi = 0,

s15d

where two asterisks denote the 2D discrete convolution
erator. We have adopted the same matricesH1 andH2 from
Pham’s papers, which are defined as follows for the 2D
ation sfor the 3D situation, it becomes more complicated
seen in Ref. 7d:

H1 = 3 0 − 1 0

− 1 4 − 1

0 − 1 0
4 , H2 =3

0 0 1 0 0

0 2 − 8 2 0

1 − 8 20 − 8 1

0 2 − 8 2 0

0 0 1 0 0
4 .

s16d

Rearranging this equation, we obtain

o
k=1

K

y jkyijmik
2 = bi j ·o

k=1

K

y jk
2 mik

2 + l1sH1
* * Bjdi + l2sH2

* * Bjdi .

s17d

It is difficult to calculate the bias fieldB directly from Eq.
s17d. To mitigate this difficulty, the Jacobi iterative schem28

was employed to solve this equation. A brief review of
Jacobi iterative scheme is given below. Equations17d can be
rewritten in terms of matrix:

Q = WBj + sl1C1 + l2C2dBj = sW+ CdBj = ABj , s18d

whereQ is a vector with elementsok=1
K v jkyijmik

2 , andW is a
diagonal matrix with elementsok=1

K v jk
2 mik

2 . C1Bj andC2Bj are
matrix expressions ofH1

ppBj and H2
ppBj, respectively, an

A=W+C=W+l1C1+l2C2.
If matrix A is decomposed such thatA=E−F−G, where

E,F ,G are the diagonal, lower triangular, and upper trian
lar matrices, respectively, the bias fieldB can be solved b
the Jacobi iterative scheme:

Bj
sm+1d = fs1 − vdI + vE−1sF + GdgBj

smd + vE−1Q, s19d

wherev is a weighting parameter andI is the identity matrix
In general, at least several hundredsthe number of imag

array dimensionsd iterations are needed to achieve con
gence, which is very time consuming. The multig
strategy27 provides a way to reduce the computing effort
was used in this study. A detailed description of the multi

6,7,29
algorithm can be found in the literature.
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D. Estimation of centroid for each tissue class

In a similar way, taking the first partial derivative of t
objective functionU in Eq. s10d with respect to the centro
v jk of classk from imagej and setting it to zero shall lead

o
i=1

N

mik
2 bi jsyij − bi j ·v jkd = 0. s20d

By rearranging Eq.s20d, we have

v jk =
oi=1

N mik
2 bi j yij

oi=1
N mik

2 bi j
2 . s21d

E. Summary of the PV-MAP segmentation/estimation
algorithm

The presented brain MR image segmentation algori
which simultaneously takes into account the multispe
nature, noise, PV effect, and image inhomogeneity, ca
summarized as follows:

s1d Set the initial bias fieldhbi jji=1
N equal to one for all vox

els and estimate the initial value of centroidv jk for each
tissue class and the initial membershipmik. Here, we
adopted the self-adaptive vector quantization meth30

to automatically set the initial centroidv jk and the asso
ciated hard segmentation. The hard segmentation
can be easily transferred into mixturemik by setting it to
1 if k equals the label value of voxeli. Otherwise,mik

shall be zero.
s2d Perform PV segmentation for mixturemik using Eq

s14d.
s3d Update the bias field using the Jacobi iterative sch

with the multigrid method by Eq.s19d.
s4d Compute the new centroidsv jk for each tissue class u

ing Eq. s21d.
s5d If the iterative process satisfies the termination crite

of Eq. s22d, the updated mixturehmikj and bias field
hbi jji=1

N are saved as the final results. Otherwise, g
step 2.

An empirical, yet commonly used criterion for termin
ing iterative process is written as

maxSUv jk
sn+1d

v jk
snd − 1UD ø e. s22d

When the difference between the centroidv jk of each class a
the sn+1d-th iteration and at thenth iteration is less than th
thresholde as specified by the user, the iterative proc
terminates. In this study, the thresholde was set to be 0.01

III. RESULTS

The presented PV-MAP method was tested using
digital phantom and clinical MR images and compared
the conventional FCM and AFCM algorithms. In the qua

tative comparison, the following measures were used: the
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true positive fractionsTPFd, the false positive fractionsFPFd,
and the accurate segmentation ratiosASRd, which are de
scribed as

TPF =
Volumeseg

+ ù Volumetrue
+

Volumetrue
+ 3 100 % ,

FPF =
Volumeseg

− ù Volumetrue
+

Volumetrue
+ 3 100 % , s23d

ASR =
whole volumeseg

+ ù whole volumetrue
+

whole volumetrue
+ 3 100%

where a + or − sign represents whether a voxel is or is n
a specific tissue type. TPF and FPF are used to measu
performance of different algorithms for a specific tissue,
ASR provides the overall evaluation based on the entire
age volume. Obviously, a perfect segmentation has a
equal to one, FPF of zero, and ASR of one.

A. Digital phantom studies

The digital brain phantoms obtained from McConn
Brain Imaging Center of the Montreal Neurological Instit
were used to evaluate our method.31 For this study, we down
loaded the 3DT1 andT2 phantom images with 5% noise a

FIG. 1. Digital phantom studies.sad T1 weighted image.sbd T2 weighted
image.scd The ground truth of hard segmentation.sdd The FCM segmenta
tion. sed The AFCM segmentation.sfd The presented PV-MAP segmentati

TABLE I. Quantitative comparison of FCM, AFCM

FCM

WM GM CSF WM

TPF 74.57 73.60 80.69 76.5
FPF 21.42 31.66 15.63 7.5
ASR 75.16
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
f
he
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F

60% inhomogeneity effect. Figures 1sad and 1sbd show the
single sliceT1 andT2 weighted images, respectively.

Figure 1scd is the ground truth of hard segmentation. T
PV segmentation results of different algorithms were
tained first and then converted into hard segmentation
spectively, for comparison purpose. The conversion lab
voxel by a tissue type, which has the largest mixture per
age among all the tissue types in that voxel. Figure 1sdd is
the hard segmentation converted from the FCM segm
tion result. Because of the inhomogeneity effect, the W
missed at the top region and oversegmented at the b
area. Figures 1sed and 1sfd show the hard segmentation
sults converted from the AFCM and our PV-MAP segme
tions, respectively. Both methods can correct for the inho
geneity effect very well. However, there are many spec
in the AFCM segmentation due to the presence of noise
visual judgment, our method has a better perform
against noise compared with the AFCM result. For a m
objective comparison among the FCM, AFCM, and
method, a quantitative analysis of the whole 3D image
ume was conducted. Table I shows the quantitative resu
different methods based on the TPF, FPF, and ASR mea
In the presence of noise and the inhomogeneity effect
ASR value of the FCM algorithm is very lows75.16%d,
which is not acceptable in the clinic. Because the AF
algorithm takes into account the inhomogeneity effect
ASR value can be improved to 82.60%. An improvemen
TPF and FPF is also noticeable. It is notable that the
sented method can achieve an ASR value of 91.49%
improve TPF and FPF for all tissue types.

Figure 2 shows the segmented mixture images of diffe
tissue types obtained using different segmentation met
Figures 2sad–2scd are the true mixture models of CSF, G
and WM, respectively. Figures 2sdd–2sfd show the mixture
images of CSF, GM, and WM obtained with the FCM al
rithm. It is noted that there are severe shading artifacts o
GM and WM mixtures because the FCM did not correct
the image intensity inhomogeneity. This shading effec
completely removed by the AFCM and PV-MAP method
shown in Figs. 2sgd–2sld. However, segmented mixture i
ages obtained via the AFCM method demonstrate a
performance against noise. By including the MRF model
the presented PV-MAP framework, our segmentation sch
overcomes not only the inhomogeneity effect but also
noise effect.

The presented PV-MAP method has three parame
a ,l1, and l2, to be specified, as shown in Eq.s10d. For a
penalized estimation algorithm, the robustness of thes

PV-MAP methodss%d.

FCM PV-MAP

GM CSF WM GM CSF

85.80 93.26 91.96 90.27 93.96
31.08 12.95 6.94 9.08 10.92

82.60 91.49
, and

A

8
8
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rameters is a very important issue. In Ref. 7, the robus
of parametersl1 and l2 has been studied. Based on t
work,7 l1 andl2 were determined to be 40 000 and 400 0
respectively. The value of parametera is empirically defined
as follows:

a = j
svT1WM − vT1CSFd2

8
, s24d

wherevT1WM andvT1CSFare the centroids of WM and CSF
T1-weighted MR images, respectively. In general,j equals
one. In order to investigate the influence of the paramea
on the performance of the presented segmentation me

FIG. 2. Comparison on segmented mixture images.sad The true model o
CSF mixture.sbd The true model of GM mixture.scd The true model of WM
mixture. sdd The segmented CSF mixture by FCM.sed The segmented GM
mixture by FCM.sfd The segmented WM mixture by FCM.sgd The CSF
mixture by AFCM.shd The GM mixture by AFCM.sid The WM mixture by
AFCM. sjd The CSF mixture of PV-MAP.skd The GM mixture of PV-MAP
sld The WM mixture of PV-MAP.
we have selectedj to be different values: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,

Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
s

d,

0.8, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and repeated the above-noted seg
tation procedure to obtain the corresponding ASR va
Figure 3 demonstrates the relationship betweenj and ASR
Over a large range ofa valuesswherej value varies from
0.4 to 8d, the ASR of the PV-MAP method is greater th
0.91. For all of thesej values, the performance of the n
method is better than the AFCM algorithmswhich has an
ASR value of 0.83d.

B. Clinical data studies

MRI sessions were conducted using a 1.5 T Phillip E
whole-body scanner with a body coil as the transmitter a
birdcage head coil as the receiver. 3D SPGR and
EXPRESS sequences were employed to acquireT1 and T2

weighted axial images covering the whole brain with 30°
angle, 1.5 mm slice thickness, 24 cm FOV, and 2563256
matrix size s0.9375 by 0.9375 mmd. For the T1 weighted
image, TR=50 ms, TE=5 ms. For theT2 weighted image
TR=4000 ms,TE=95 ms.

The self-adaptive vector quantization method30 was used
to first remove the skull and scalp and generate the i
centroids for each class. Next, the whole brain volume
segmented into three classes: WM, GM, and CSF. Fig
4sad and 4sbd show a slice of theT1 andT2 weighted volum
images after the preprocessing above, respectively. Fi
4scd–4sed show the segmentation results of the same
using the FCM, AFCM, and PV-MAP method, respectiv
It is noted that the FCM segmentation result is affected
verely by the noise and inhomogeneity effect. The ce
WM area contains many small spots. The regions of int
indicated by the arrows near the FOV edge show the e
which are mainly due to the inhomogeneity effect.
AFCM improved upon the results of FCM noticeably
cause of its correcting for the inhomogeneity effect. H
ever, like the FCM, the AFCM is not able to overcome
noise effect, because neither of them includes the M
model for noise control. On the other hand, the prese
PV-MAP method demonstrates robustness against noi
shown in Fig. 4sed. It also achieves excellent performance

FIG. 3. Robustness study of the parametera.
correcting for the inhomogeneity effect with the correspond-
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ing bias field estimation as shown in Fig. 4sfd. Unlike the
phantom studies, we do not have a gold standard for
parison in clinical studies. All of the comparisons are ba
on visual judgment. Most important, these experimenta
sults concur with the theoretical predictions by the PV-M
framework, which considers noise, PV effect, image inho
geneity, and multispectral characteristics simultaneously

IV. DISCUSSION

Our PV-MAP method encompasses the well-known F
and AFCM algorithms. This can be shown from the poste
energy functionU described in Eqs.s4d ands10d. Whena is
set to zero, the proposed method reduces to the AFCM
rithm. If the bias fieldB is further confined to be a consta
value of one, the AFCM further reduces to the FCM.
FCM reflects only the likelihood energy function in the M
framework and the AFCM incorporates only the prior pr
ability of the bias fieldB into the FCM. Neither FCM no
AFCM algorithms take into account the prior information
the mixtureM, thus they fail to obtain good segmentat
results for noisy MR images, which is inadequate for an
sis of noisy clinic studies.

There are many ways to deal with the noise in the
images. Edge-preserving noise filtering by an anisotropic
fusion filter sADFd is one of many choices.32,33 By this ap-
proach, segmenting a noisy brain MR image is performe

FIG. 4. Clinical study.sad T1 weighted image.sbd T2 weighted image.scd
The FCM segmentation.sdd The AFCM segmentation.sed The PV-MAP
segmentation.sfd The bias field estimated by the PV-MAP segmenta
method.

TABLE II. Quantitative assessment of ADF filterin

FCM

WM GM CSF WM

TPF 96.03 91.18 95.12 96.8
FPF 9.25 4.98 4.63 5.8
ASR 93.60
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
-

-

first smoothing the image with the ADF and then applyin
previously developed segmentation methodssuch as th
FCM or AFCM or others34,35d to the smoothed image. If th
noise can be effectively filtered, i.e., the noise-free image
be estimated from the noisy one, most of the previous
mentation methods shall work well. To the best of
knowledge, most edge-preserving filters are suitable fo
piecewise images. When there exist strong inhomogene
partial volume effects, the noisy images are not piece
images anymore. The drawback of this noise-filtering
then image-segmentation approach is that a possible i
sistence of the segmented result with the original image
may occur.36 To realize this, we performed another stu
The 3D MR images with 5% noise level and different in
mogeneity effects were used. The FCM or AFCM algori
was applied to the filtered image by the ADF. Table II sh
the quantitative assessment results without inhomoge
effect and Table III shows the results with 60% inhomo
neity effect. From these experimental results, we found
without inhomogeneity effect, FCM plus ADF approach
achieve a similar performance for noise reduction as
PV-MAP method. In the presence of inhomogeneity ef
AFCM plus ADF also showed improvement. As shown
Table I, compared with the result of AFCM algorithm,
approach of ADF filtering plus AFCM segmentation
proves the ASR accuracy from 82.60% to 86.07%. Howe
its performance degrades in the presence of imhomoge
effect compared with our proposed method. Therefore
advantage of the proposed method is that it models a
effects, aiming to obtain an unbiased estimate of the n
free signal consistent with the measured noisy data.36

In our PV-MAP framework, the definitions of the pr
probabilities of mixtureM of Eq. s5d, and bias fieldB of Eq.
s7d are not unique. For example, alternate mixture prior m
els for Eq.s5d were reported in Ref. 10–12. Comparing th
prior models would be an interesting research topic an
under progress. For the bias field model of Eq.s7d, many
linear filter H can be used to model the banded covaria

noisy image without inhomogeneity effects%d.

-MAP FCM+ADF

GM CSF WM GM CSF

93.94 94.21 96.63 93.43 93.95
4.72 4.02 6.26 5.01 4.58

95.01 94.64

TABLE III. Quantitative assessment of ADF filtering on noisy image with
inhomogeneity effects%d.

ADF+AFCM
WM GM CSF

TPF 97.15 78.67 89.16
FPF 25.53 6.59 5.50
ASR 86.07
g on

PV
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matrix SB in Eq. s7d. Furthermore instead of using the Ja
bian iterative scheme, the estimation of the bias field in
s18d could be implemented by the following scheme:23,24

bi =
ffsQdgi

ffsAdgi
, s25d

where f represents the low-pass filter, which correspond
the prior model of bias fieldB, andQ andA were defined in
Eq. s18d. The Jacobian iterative scheme with multigrid st
egy was employed due to its improved computational
ciency. For 3D digital MR phantom data with 1813217
3181 size, the total calculation time was about 10 min
2.4 GHz Pentium IV PC with 1 Gbyte memory. It is no
that Eq.s17d appears to be close to a discrete Poisson e
tion. There are highly developed analytic solutions37 which
will dramatically increase the computational efficiency
solving such equation. We will investigate the analytic s
tions for an efficiency estimation of the bias field in
future work.

In this paper, the extended FCM equation was use
model the likelihood energy functionUsYuM ,B,Fd of Eq.
s4d. An alternative likelihood energy function could be
PV Gaussian mixture model.10–12 One reason for choosin
the extended FCM model in this paper is that the estima
of parameterF can be easily obtained by directly maxim
ing the posterior energy function as defined in Eq.s10d. If the
Gaussian mixture model10–12 is considered, there are tw
problems that need to be solved. First, the extended Gau
mixture model with correction of the inhomogeneity eff
would need to be developed. Second, the estimation o
rameterF for the Gaussian mixture model is not trivial a
can be very difficult as compared to a conventional h
segmentation methodse.g., the MRF-EM framework2,38d.
Research on these two problems is currently under inv
gation by our group.12,39

In the work of Leemputet al.,11 the PV effect was mod
eled by a down-sampling process, which means that P
fect comes from insufficient special resolution of the im
ing devices and remains only in the boundary region betw
different tissues, and Monte Carlo method was used to
the subvoxels in each of the original image voxel. T
method has shown good performance of solving the PV
fect. However, their method may not solve the case, in w
the GM and WM are truly mixed without interfaces, as m
tioned in their paper. This phenomenon occurs more o
inside the tissues, which may have a pathological cha
and is a very important feature for patient diagnosis. We
such segmentation as mixture segmentation, which is a
general concept than the PV segmentation. Therefore
solution for mixture segmentation should be preforme
the continuous spaces. Accurate prior information on
mixture M is required, especially for images with more
sue types. Further investigation on this topic is one of
future research interests.12,39

Finally, it should be pointed out that our PV-MAP meth
has some limitations. The choice of weighting parame

a ,l1, andl2 is empirical. In addition, the minimization al-
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-

n

-

-

-

n
l

-

,
l
e
e

gorithm used in this paper is one type of conjugate gra
method and cannot promise to converge to the global m
mum, although a lot of experiments have demonstrated
it always converges to a satisfactory result. Further theo
cal research is needed. The simulated annealing meth
genetic algorithm may be the solution.25

V. CONCLUSION

A PV-MAP framework for brain MR image segmentat
was proposed. The presented approach has taken in
count the inherent effects of brain MR imaging includi
noise, PV effect, image-intensity inhomogeneity, and m
spectral characteristics simultaneously. This framework
theoretically summarized the current FCM-based segm
tion methods. Digital phantom and clinical patient data s
ies demonstrate that this framework can improve segm
tion performance over the AFCM algorithm in the prese
of noise, PV effect, and intensity inhomogeneity, which
commonly encountered in clinic studies.
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